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University class studies impacts of Heinz plant
Jennifer Schab
The BC News
A University environmental studies
class is currently considering the environmental impact of building apartments on the former site of the Heinz
plant on North Enterprise Street. "The
environmental impact study is going to
assess the environmental, social and
economic impact of building an apartment complex on the area of land where
the Heinz plant existed," class instruc-

tor Ed Wells said.
According to Wells, the class will
spend some time scoping the issue,
looking for concerns and areas to study.
Wells said the class will then look at the
impact on the community, the need for
housing In the area and the physical environment.
"We want to see what the local community thinks so we will poll the city as
a whole," Wells said. "Right now there
is a lot of opposition in the community
because people do not want students

walking through their property."
Wells said the students will also see if
the price of housing would be affected
if the apartments are built.
"It is also important to look at tomato
processing to find out what types of
things may be in the ground on the
land," Wells said.
Students will also look at the impact
on traffic, water, sewer and possible
alternative uses for the land.
According to Wells, the studv will last
the rest of this semester and next se-

mester. The report will be edited and a
copy will be given to the developer who
plans on building the apartments, the
city, and some copies will be kept at the
University.
"The project is entirely the students,"
Wells said, "Students get to go out and
do hands-on work. Plus it is a value to
the community and it creates a good relationship between the students and the
city."
The Heinz plant land is owned by attorney Bob Maurer who acquired it 20

years ago. The land is Zone M-2, manufacturing land, but due to its location,
industries are not interested in purchasing the land.
Maurer is attempting to have the zoning of the land changed to Zone R-3,
multi-family dwelling, Wells said.
The complex, if built, will consist of
12 buildings with parking lots for each
and 12 units in each building for a total
of 144 units, Wells said.

Trashy' talk
Talk shows made to entertain
Ideas differ about daytime TV
John Wenzel
The BC News
While teen crack whores and
transsexual drug addicts seem to
dominate afternoon TV, many
students have different ideas
about the entertainment value
and future of the new breed of
"trash" talk shows.
Anthony Buehrer, a sophomore
liberal fine arts studies major,
said he watches talk shows relig-

"[Talk shows]
definitely play to the
crowd. The more sex,
violence and drugs,
the better."
i

Chris Madison
freshman English major
lously.
"I watch them for amusement
and spiritual enlightenment, respectively, although I think they
concentrate too much on weird
relationships and psuedointellects," Buehrer said.
Buehrer added that he has
watched the demise of "The
Price is Right," soap operas and

other afternoon programming.
Jessica Handershott, a junior
liberal studies major, said any
time she watches TV, there is
usually a talk show on.
"I think It's very entertaining
to watch people and how they
work," Handershott said.
It remains to be seen, however,
how long these shows will last,
according to popular culture
professor Jack Nachbar, who
said the new batch of talk shows
is nothing more than a fad.
"These kind of shows are dominating daytime TV now, but a
large portion of them is going to
be gone in a year," he said.
Nachbar added that talk shows
are reflective of the lengths people will go to to become recognized.
"It stems from the idea that at
least for a moment, ridiculous,
pathetic problems can gain
national television attention,"
Nachbar said.
The formula seems to be working. The more than 30 talk shows
on television account for a large
percentage of all but the primetime programming slots.
In fact, a recent installment of
Danny Bonanuce's talk show
"Danny" dealt with people addicted to daytime TV. Guests on
the show included Paulla Hersliey and Linda Amstutz, cc-

Bomb
suspect
still at
large
The Associated Press

Kclly Rigo/Thc BG New.

Students in Harshman-Bromf ield take a break Friday afternoon to watch a talk show on television.
authors of the book "You Might
Be a Talk Show Addict If..."
"[Talk shows] definitely play
to the crowd," said Chris Madison, a freshman English major.
"The more sex, violence and
drugs, the better."
Madison also said that the onslaught of "trash" talk shows is
taking away from the serious
ones.
Melanie Lozanoff, a freshman
psychology major, said she
thinks "Oprah" is probably the
best one of the lot.

"She deals with realistic topics
like weieht loss, anorexia and
other kinds of things people are
interested in," Lozanoff said.
In regard to the "trash" talk
shows, Lozanoff said she didn't
think anybody should care about
those guests' problems.

permanent spot on the fall
schedule.
"You can tell when it's sweeps
week because all you see is T and
A," Gibboney said.
Gibboney also said shows like
"Oprah" and some of the other
more down-to-earth shows will
last, but others will continue
"A lot of those people seem to popping up and disappearing.
be whiny, lower class people,"
Most students agreed that the
said Joann Harrah, freshman
new "trash" talk shows are only
studio arts major.
Freshman business major temporary, and mainstays like
Mike Gibboney said most of the "Sally Jesse Raphael" and "Gernew talk shows go directly for aldo" would be around for
the ratings so they will attain a seasons to come.

EVANSTON, 111- A man
questioned by the FBI in
connection with the Unabomber case is not the elusive bomber, police said
Sunday.
F B I
agents
q u e s turned the
37-yearold man
after
Evanston
police
found a
gun and
electronics equipment in
his van, which bore expired
California license plates.
"Unfortunately, I have to
say we do not have the
Unabomber, nor have we
ever claimed to have had
the Unabomber," police
Chief Gerald Cooper told a
morning news conference.
The man was taken into
custody Saturday morning
on a traffic violation. Police
called in the FBI because of
the suspicious nature of the
items in his vehicle. Cooper
See BOMBER, page three.

MacDonald Quad holds
blood and marrow drive

Check It Out

Darla Wamock
The BC News

Hldckl Kob»y«ll>VTh« BC Ncwi

A police car bit driver Michelle Kervln on East Wooster Street Saturday evening. Sgt. Joe Crowell
from the Bowling Green Police Division Investigates the accident.

The women of MacDonald
Quadrangle sponsored a blood
and marrow drive Wednesday.
Hall director Gerry Muir said a
resident assistant came up with
the idea because a lot of
people were affected.
••This is
something that
the community
is concerned
about," Muir
said. Residents
of MacDonald
worked for
about a month planning and raising funds for the event.
Penny wars, a dunking booth
and private donations allowed for
the students to raise more than
$1,700 to pay for the cost of the

marrow testing, increasing the
the number of available donors.
Each marrow test costs $45,
half of which is paid by the Red
Cross.
"What we found through doing
this is that there is a need for
African-American and Latino
bone marrow," Muir said.
Many of the women in the quadrangle became interested in the
testing when they realized how
close to home the subject was to
them.
"Everyone was really enthusiastic," resident assistant
Melissa Plot said. "We had about
10 student volunteers and a great
deal of donors. There were about
45 that signed up to donate "
Resident assistant Sara Linebrink said she helped to put
together the service project for
the quad.
She also said many people were
willing to help out.

"It touches a little bit at home,"
she said.
Line-brink, a member of the
service fraternity Alpha Phi
Omega, brought other members
of her fraternity to help organize
and volunteer during the drive.
Even though most people are
willing to volunteer their time,
many are afraid to donate their
blood and marrow, according to
Vivian Gregory, a nine-year veteran at the American Red Cross.
"You say a lot of things to get
them to calm down," said Gregory. "You can joke or pick at
them ... anything to ease their
mind."
After the fact, donors said they
were much more relaxed.
"It was just like a regular
shot," said Linebrink, ri«imiqg
that it was not as bad aa moat
people think.
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Student concerns
should be heard
Mayoral elections are less than one month away, and
candidates Jack Hartman and incumbant Mayor
Wes Hoffman are vying for votes. So are Ward 1 candidates Sarah Ogdahl, a sophomore environmental studies
major, and John Miller, another city resident.
The News will meet with each candidate before deciding which ones to endorse for mayor and Ward 1 councilperson. We will address the candidates on issues we
believe are important to students.
One of the most important of those issues is the violence happening mainly against women. The News is
looking for candidates who are interested in reducing
rape and other assaults in town.
There have been several reported rapes this year, and
the police department is understaffed one detective to
investigate those crimes. The police department would
also like to have more community police to keep a closer
eye on the streets. They need more money to do this. The
News wants candidates who are committed to helping
police achieve their goals to protect women and other
students.
We are also concerned about the communication between the University and city officials. We will support a
mayoral candidate who will commit to the appointment
of a strong, effective ombudsman who will communicate
to the city the University students' needs. Obviously that
hasn't been done, as the Thurstin Avenue construction
has created major problems for students moving in and
trying to travel to and from their homes this fall. Problems like that may not have occured if there was effective communication.
Redistricting is also an important issue facing students. The News will support candidates in favor of redistricting. Students deserve the opportunity to be properly represented. Although it has been argued that students don't vote here anyway, those who do should have
the opportunity to be heard as loud as residents of other
wards.
There is also a critical housing shortage in town for
University students. We are looking for a mayoral candidate with a strong sense about the most efficient way
to handle this problem. If students can't find a place to
live in town, they'll move elsewhere, taking their tuition
money with them.
Finally, The News is looking for candidates for Ward 1
councilperson and mayor who are concerned about students and their presence in the community. We are part
of the community, and our concerns deserve to be heard.
We will endorse candidates who prove to be as concerned with the issues we face as we ourselves are.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permisssion of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writers name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph subscriptions.
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As a die hard James Bond fan, I
am in great anticipation of the
November release of the next
James Bond movie. Some of you
may not share the excitement
that I hold, out let me assure you,
98 percent of guys In the United
States idolize James Bond in a
similar manner.
"And why is this?" you may
ask. Is it because he can walk
into any room in the world and an
incredibly beautiful woman will
give him a look that says, "Yes,
before this movie is over, you
and I will experience some of the
greatest sex in the world, and
then you'll never see me again,
unless of course you want to have
more incredible sex on top of the
Eiffel Tower?" Well, yes, that's
part of it, but that's not the main
reason.
It actually has more to do with
a little card that he carries
around in his wallet: LICENSE
TO KILL. It seems that everywhere 007 goes, there's always
trouble brewing. However, you'll
also notice that every time he
uses his License to Kill, he
usually leaves the world in a
slightly better condition than
what it was prior to his arrival.
Now, call me crazy, but if these
licenses were given out to a
greater number of people, this
world would be a LOT better.
ARE YOU SAYING WE

SHOULD JUST START PASSING OUT LICENSES TO KILL
TO EVERYONE THAT WANTS
ONE?
Well, not everyone, of course.

KEY!
All right, all right, how 'bout
we change it to a License
toMaim? No death, nothing
permanent, just some good oldfashioned pain? Hello?
YOU'RE SERIOUS?
Walk with me. You know, there
are a lot of people out there that
make life miserable for everyone
else just by doing annoying, stupid little things. Things like stopping in the middle of the stairs to
talktoafriendOOOOOOOOOOOOOHH, I
HATE THAT!
- or people who use the on
campus phones for 20, maybe 30
minutes at a time when there are
five people waiting in line
THEY SHOULD BE CANED
LIKE THAT FAY KID BACK IN
SINGAPORE!
See, you're getting the hang of
it! Pain is an excellent teacher,
you know. Take a four year old,
Just certain people. People like ... for example. You can tell him a
like me.
million times, "Dont touch the
ARE YOU CRAZY!?!
stove - it's hot and it'll hurt!" But
Well, yes, but that's beside the do they listen?
point. The point is that with a LiNOT A CHANCE!
cense to Kill, I could eliminate a
And so they touch the
lot of the things.
stov-AAAAAAAAHHHGGGG.'.'.'.'
YOU'RE GOING TO KILL HOT HOT HOT/IAnd from that
PEOPLE THAT ANNOY YOU OR day forward, they will never do
GET IN YOUR WAY!
that again!
Uhhhh...yes!
YOU KNOW, I THINK YOU
THEY SHOULD LOCK YOU JUST MAY HAVE SOMETHING.
UP AND THROW AWAY THE
Of course I do! Unfortunately,

this campus has a lot of people
who still need to learn things the
hard way. And that's where I
come in. For example, do you see
that guy parking his Trans Am at
an angle so he takes up two
spaces?
WHAT A JERK! AS IF WE
DON'T HAVE A PARKING
PROBLEM ALREADY!
Well, stand back and observe.
(Dan walks over to Trans Amdriving jerk) Hey there buddy, it
looks like you're taking up two
spaces with your car.
"Yeah, I am. You got a ©%$»!*&
problem with that?"
As a matter of fact, I do. (At
this point, Dan pulls out his Beretta 9 millimeter semi-automatic
pistol loaded with rubber bullets,
commonly used in riot control)
Don't you ever (BLAM!) park
your car (BLAM!) in this manner
(BLAM!) again! Do I make myself clear?!
"I [gasp] understand [gasp]!"
And do you think he'll ever
double park again?
NOT A CHANCE! CAN I HAVE
A LICENSE?
Sure thing! Here you go!
UH, DAN, YOU GAVE ME A
LICENSE TO TOUCH.
Ooops! Gimmie that back!
That's for next week's column.You can send requests for
your own License to Maim to Dan
Gaffney, 007, 210 West Hall.

anS.
Qaffney
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Shops losing
productivity
The reason for this letter is
about which companies do a productive job and do they do a good
job and the job they are supposed
to do. Do you know what I'm saying? Because there was a job that
I once had, and the name of the
place is Star Graphics, it is about
five miles south to where I live
and I dont have a car because at
this point I can't afford one. The
cheapest car that there is is $500
or more, I am sure that you understand that, you might have
been there yourself.
Well, enough about cars. There
is a question that I would like to
ask you if I may. Are businesses
and the work places doing a productive job and of what they are
asked to do, or are they just fooling around and stealing peoples'
money, now there is a story about
a company that I have just told
you about.
I know that I have said some
things about Star Graphics and I
know that I said some nasty
things, but I meant every word of
it about them of not running it in
a productive way and not doing it
in a rightful way.
Now there were some rough
sayings that I have wrote down,
but it seems to me that just because the owner has owned the
business for six years, does not
really mean that he knows the
business or how to run it at that.
Because for one thing the man
himself is hardly ever there and
that is the truth. He always pushes his job that he is to do on to
someone else, anybody can do
that. Even a two year old can do
that.
He seems to be always out
driving around in his pickup
truck - it is a black GMC then a
lady who has worked there for
six years tells me "Oh he's got a
lot on bis mind." He's got a new
house. Now that to me is just letting it get in the way of business.
That is also a very bad way of doing business, of doing It customers want what they have or-

I

der not no twinkle toes or some
wiseguy who just drives around
town in his black pick-up truck
[sic]. They need a person who
knows his business and does it
well and gives them a reasonable
price not way up in the air type.
People have the right to say and
do whatever that they want and
I'm sticking to my opinion and
I'm sticking to that regardless of
what who say's, or what they may
say.
People can say whatever is on
their minds and hearts, and how
they feel about it. Now there is a
company that I really enjoy
working for and that company is
Kroger's - now there is a company that know's how to run a
business. They are the most
sweetest and friendliest people
that there is, from all the shifts
beautiful people that there is. I
would and will bend over backwards - for I love working there.
I'm even willing to work the
weekends just for them. I sincerely mean that down deep
within my heart. Thank you
Kroger for letting me into your
family. Once again you are beautiful people. I will do my very
best for you.

USG President
voices concern

have been extended until 3 a.m.
Sunday through Thursday nights
to provide a late night study environment for students, as well
as a place to get a midnight
snack. The Student Health
Center's hours have been extended until 9 p.m. on Wednesday
evenings to allow easier access to
students who either commute to
campus or have evening classes.
Another project that was completed in time for the fall semester was the Student Discount
Card. The card allows students to
receive discounts at local business such as Finder's and Papa
John's, as well as on campus at
the Pizza Outlet in the Union.
These cards were distributed to
all of the residence halls, as well
as at the Student Organization
Fair and USG Fall Elections. If
you have not yet received your
card, please call the USG Office.
Elections for on and offcampus Senators took place a
little over three weeks ago. Although the voter turnout was not
as high as we had hoped for, I do
believe we have a strong crop of
Senators who will be serving this
year. I would encourage all of
you to seek out your representative and call him/her and ask
how are you being represented in
USG. Challenge these USG
members to actively seek out
your opinions on all Issues and to
vote In your best Interests, not in
the interests of their own personal agendas.

It is hard to believe that the
semester is quickly racing by
and that it is already October. I
would like to take this opportunity to provide you with an update
of what the Undergraduate Student Government has accomplished so far, and what our goals
are for the rest of the semester
and next year.
Many of you may already be
aware of some of the changes in
the hours of operation at the University Union and the Student
Health Center. These were initiatives that were undertaken by
USG members last semester and
were implemented after budgetary approval this fall. The hours
of the Falcon's Nest in the Union

There will also be several other
opportunities for you to voice
your opinion on the Issues that
USG Is taking a stand on this
year. The first opportunity will
be on Wednesday, October 11 at 9
p.m., when USG will be sponsoring an open forum on the topic of
the student aid crisis that we are
currently in. As a majority of the
students at BGSU receive some
sort of financial aid, it la crucial
that students rise up and voice
their opinions to their elected
governmental officials. There
will be several USG members
traveling to a »«H""' conference in Washington, D.C later
this month, where they will lobby

Larry Jablonski
Bowling Green resident

Senators Nancy Kassenbaum,
Paul Simon, and top aides to
President Clinton on post secondary education. By participating in the forum on the 11th, you
will have the chance to speak to
representatives who will make
your voice be heard.
The next chance you will have
to voice your opinions on issues
directly facing you will be during
USG's annual Town Hall Meetings. Here, the Senators who represent the students living in the
residence halls, as well as offcampus, will make themselves
available at a predetermined
time in their district to answer
your questions and concerns.
Finally, the most exciting way
to get directly Involved with USG
is through our newly revised
Volunteers Program. At the end
of September we had nearly fifty
students sign up to help with various USG functions throughout
the semester and we are still actively seeking students who
would like to volunteer their Ume
to the organization. We are accepting names at the USG office
which is located at 14 College
Park Office building. If you are
Interested, this is a wonderful
opportunity to see how the organization operates and to become
more involved on campus.
Next semester, USG has many
exciting events planned. These
Include holding open forums to
seek student Input on possible
renovations of the University
Union, making the meetings of
USG more accessible by videotaping and broadcasting the
meetings over BG24 television,
and by making the members of
both the Executive and Legislative Branches of USG more accessible by holding on-line computer chats at various times.
Some Issues that are also continually being addressed include raising students awareness regarding safety concerns, Improving
the quality of our on-campus living facilities, and pushing for
equal rights for students who
serve as members of the Board
of Trustees.
Jeff Stefancic
USG President
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Career Fair Expo is
coming

In conjunction with its
annual Career Fair Expo
Oct. 10, Career Services at
the University will sponsor
"Making Diversity Work," a
cultural awareness program featuring nationally
known clinical and industrial psychologist Dr.
Edwin J. Nichols.
The Career Fair Expo is
an opportunity for students
to network with potential
employers in their field of
study. Some 114 businesses
from Ohio and surrounding
states, representing a wide
variety of majors are expected to take part. Forty of
those businesses will be
staying for a second day to
conduct interviews with
qualified students.
The Expo will be held
from 1:15p.m. to S p.m. in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
For more information
contact Pam Allen, associate director of career services at 372-2356.

WBGU 88.1 FM
yard sale

On Oct. 11 one of the University's campus radio
stations, WBGU 88.1 FM,
will be hosting a yard sale
blow-out in the University
Union Oval.
Considering the broad
diversity of programming
offerings WBGU-FM airs
daily, the items offered for
sale will provide opportunities for all tastes.
In addition to the donated
sale items, WBGU-FM will
distribute program guides
with show schedules, stickers and other information
about the station.
All proceeds will support
the station.

Up Up And Away

The AccuWanther" forecast tor noon, Monday, Oct. 9.
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The pope's TWA charter
touched down at BaltimoreWashington International Airport
at 10:13 a.m., 23 minutes late,
under bright blue skies.

Pope visits Baltimore

BALTIMORE - Pope John Paul
II hugged two children and gave
the governor's teen-age son a
playful tap on the cheek after he
descended from a plane Sunday
in the nation's cradle of Catholicism.

The pope, on his final day of a
five-day U.S. pilgrimage, walked
slowly down the stairs, stopping
several times to wave to the
crowd and taking off his white
zucchetto to keep the skullcap
from blowing away In the stiff
wind.
The pope then hugged 9-yearold Melissa Brent of Columbia
and 9-year-old Justin Farinelli of
Pasadena.

BOMBER
Continued from page one.

said. He said the man was
charged with a traffic violation
and will be charged with a
weapons violation.
The Unabomber Is responsible
for three deaths and 23 injuries
in 16 package-bomb attacks since
1978, starting In the Chicago
area. Some bombings occurred in
California.
The FBI believes the Unabomber, so named because his first

targets were connected with universities, may have attended
high school in Chicago's north
suburbs in the 1970s.
In June, the Unabomber sent
copies of his manifesto to The
New York Times and The Washington Post, offering to stop
bombing with intent to kill if at
least one newspaper published
the complete document.
The newspapers cooperated
and published the manifesto.

APpkMO

Crew members on the ground work to inflate an eagle-shaped hot-air balloon as other balloons take
off during the mass ascension at the International Balloon Fiesta in Albuquerque, N.M. About 600
balloons were registered for the 24th annual event.

Friends are the most important thing in the world.

J
FALCON MCN'S flflSKCTBflU MIDNIGHT MI1DNCSS THIS SATURDAY!
I COME JOIN THE FUN A T ANDERSON ARENA! SPONSORED BY MCDONALD'S

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

STEP INTO A NEW WORLD..

THE SISTERS OF
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE AND
WELCOME OUR NEW SISTERS, THE
FALL PLEDGE CLASS OF 1995!

Peace Corps is Coming
October 10 & 11
Visit our information table
at the "Career Expo"
tomorrow from 1:00-5:00
in the University Union Sallroom.

@

STEPH ADAMS
CORI BROWN
BETH BONNEAU
VICKY CHAIKO
JANELLE CONSIGLIO

AMY MOSCIONI

COURTNEY NISSEN
MELISSA PIERCE

On-campus interviews are
being held from
830-5:00 Wednesday.
Call the Placement Office at
372-2356 for an appt.
(a completed application
is required for an interview)

LINDSAY REED

LAUREN DIMLING

AMY SCHULLER

KATE DREGALLA

CARRIE SNEAD

SHELLY FERGUSON

JENNIFER STEINLE

COURTNEY GEORGE

KELLY THOMPSON

KELLEY HENIKMAN

Come to our
film and information session
tomorrow afternoon at 5:00
in the Faculty Lounge
on the 2nd floor
of the University Union.

MICHELLE MINICH

KELLY WOODS

For more details about Peace Corps, call
(800) 424-8580 (press option 1)

—f.>,-

JULIE HYDE

f®
STEP INTO PEACE CORPS
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English spurs
music interest
for drummer

Sleepin' away the day

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - E Street Band
drummer Max Welnberg says his
teen-age interest in music caught
fire not In the band room but in
English class.
His English
teacher's ability to see parallels between
Shakespeare
and Bob Dylan
spurred his interest in lyrics,
Weinberg told
teachers at a
seminar Saturday.
"Rock music is an undeniable
component of our recent history
and culture," Weinberg, who
spent IS years backing Bruce
Springsteen, said.
Weinberg now Is the music director for NBC's "Late Night
with Conan O'Brien" and has lectured on the role of rock 'n' roll in
American culture.
The Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and Museum and Cuyahoga
Community College sponsored
the seminar to help teachers
learn how to use the history and

culture of music to teach traditional subjects.
"We're not talking to just music teachers or history teachers,"
said Robert Santelli, director of
education for the rock hall, which
opened Sept. 1.
Nearly 190 teachers attended
the conference, he said. Forty
others wanted to register but
there was no more room.
Mark Baldi, a fifth-grade
teacher at Watterson-Lake Elementary School, said rock 'n' roll
"can go across every subject in
the curriculum, easily." Baldi
has used record sales to teach
math.
Meryl T. Johnson, who teaches
reading to seventh- and eighthgraders at Charles Eliot Middle
School, plans to have her students compare the lyrics of Elvis
Presley with Boyz II Men to show
how songs now are much more
explicit than in the days of "Love
Me Tender."
Santelli discussed how to deal
with sex, censorship and other
sensitive materials in the rock 'n'
roll classroom.

Governor wants no
letup from cabinet
John Challant
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Three years
remain in the administration of
Gov. George Voinovich, and he
wants no letup from members of
his Cabinet.
Voinovich
told a meeting
of newspaper
publishers and
editors that he
had advised his
department directors to concentrate on
programs that
could make a
difference between now and January 1999.
That is when his second fouryear term will expire.
"Be prepared to run the last
years of this administration like
you were In a marathon. I want a
full kick, right to the end," Voinovich said last week.
"I made it clear that if they're
not willing to run, I would respectfully ask that they decide to
get off the team so we could put
somebody else on. I think they
have accepted the challenge," he
said.
There have been comparatively few changes in the
24-member Cabinet with which
Voinovich started his adminis-

tration in 1991.
"I think once this is over you
will find that many of them will
go down in Ohio history as serving longer than anyone else in
their respective agency," Voinovich said.
Changes have occurred in the
Administrative Services, Employment Services, Human Services and Natural Resources departments along with the Ohio
Lottery.
Voinovich targeted two of his
Cabinet agencies for elimination
- the Department of Industrial
Relations and the Department of
Liquor Control.
For reporters who cover Voinovich regularly, much of the material in his speeches is repetitive.

Chrl« I'.irk.-r/AI" Hholo

A woman relaxes on a bench near a backdrop of changing fall leaves In Blue Rock State Park near Zanesvllle, Ohio.

Ohio deer given contraceptives
CUT THIS LINE
The Associated Press

But ears perked up the other
day when the governor said
COLUMBUS - Does in a city
something that seemed to hint he park are being given contracepmight have had second thoughts tives in a continuing effort to
about running for the U.S. Senate control the deer population.
in 1998. It wasn't so.
Overpopulation has been a
problem for several years at
Voinovich was explaining why Sharon Woods Metropolitan Park
he intended to speak his mind in northern Franklin County. The
about issues without worry about park can sustain 20 to 30 deer,
political consequences.
but the herd is estimated at 45 to
"I'll tell you something. I'm 70, Franklin County Metro Parks
toward the end of my career.
officials said.

great scores...
RESTAURANT

great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials.
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.

hi' ;-.,■:.' I U ■ ;

Gin '.'u'-R-r, and build your
confidence so you can gel .1
higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

tt

Turkey Melt
Grilled turkey breast and
bacon with tomato and
American cheese served
on sourdough bread

•Sandwich $3.49

During the past two years, could be used in other cities
sharpshooters have been brought where deer populations are
in to kill some of the deer; other
deer have been removed to private preserves.
Now, park employees have begun to capture does, by using
traps or shooting them with tranquilizers, so the contraceptives
can be administered.
The does are put into a pen,
where they will be given two rapidly expanding, parks offishots of a contraceptive, three cials said.
It will not reduce the number
weeks apart.
The program is to continue of deer in the park but may help
through November in coop- the park district manage and
eration with the Humane Society maintain the current population.
of the United States. Does
usually have twins, and sometimes triplets, in the spring.
If successful, the technique

"If we get 20 to 25, it will be even better."

Welcome
Bade...
Now Go
Away!
Paris
Frankfurt
Madrid
Tokyo

Add Coleslawfe

French Fries
•For $1.99

l-800-SWX)UNCIL
1726 E. Wooster
(Located Behind BP)

said Metro Parks director Roger
Hubbell.

(1-800-226-8624)
Coll tod.iy for .1 fREE
Student 7/.»v,-/s magozini

Roger Hubbell
Metro Parks director

Seven does have been captured
so far. Hubbell said the goal is IS.
"If we get 20 to 25, it will be even
better," he said.
Officials also are planning to
shoot deer again this fall.

Don't forget to
wear your
life jacket!!!
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President's
past recalled
in interview
WASHINGTON -- After
more than 40 years, President
Clinton still remembers a terrifying scene from childhood.
He was barely S years old
when his
stepfather,
Roger Clinton, fired a
gun at his
mother, Virginia Kelley.
The bullet
smashed
into a wall
next to
Clinton
where Kelley was seated.
"I remember that incident
vividly, like It was yesterday,"
Clinton said in an interview in
November's Good Housekeeping magazine. Aides said it
was perhaps the most personal, frank interview Clinton has
given as president.
"That bullet could have ricocheted and done anything,"
Clinton recalled. "It could
have killed me. If anything
had happened, Roger would
never have gotten over it.
Roger wasn't a bad man, and
he didn't want to hurt anybody. He was just an alcoholic,
full of self-loathing and anxiety, with no way to deal with
it. He had problems before we
ever came into his life."
Roger was Virginia's second
husband. Her first husband,
William Blythe, was killed in a
car accident before Bill Clinton was born.
As he grew older, Clinton
began to intercede when trouble started with his stepfather.
Twice, the president remembered, he had to stop real
violence when Roger Clinton
threatened to kill Kelley.
Looking back on his childhood, Clinton said, "There are
two or three bad things that
happened. Number one, I was
deprived of a male role model.
I grew up with this idealized
version of my own father who
died before I was born. I loved
my stepfather very much, but
he was rarely - not never, but
rarely ~ engaged In my life. I
can count, on one hand, the
number of things we did
together - the times he took
me hunting or fishing, or into

the woods to cut a Christmas
tree, or to a baseball game in
St. Louis. I tell you, I remember every one of them
because there were so few."
The second thing, Clinton
continued, was how it affected
his views on marriage and
family. Given his background,
Clinton doubted his own ability to have a successful marriage.
"I wanted it desperately but
I did not know if I could do It,"
Clinton said. "When I was 21,1
put down the things I really
wanted in my life - and having
a good family life and a child
was one of them. But I just
didn't know if I could ever get
there, because if your model
of a marriage has been bad, it
has a subconscious drag on
you.
"The third thing that happens when you grow up In a
dysfunctional home is that,
inadvertently, you send mixed
signals to people," Clinton
said. "You learn that other
people, in the outside world,
didn't live in the same context
as you. I see this as president.
I don't believe in psychobabble -- you can overdo all that but I think I have to be acutely
aware that I grew up as a
peacemaker, always trying to
minimize the disruption.

"That bullet could
have ricocheted
and done anything.
It could have killed
me. If anything had
happened, Roger
would never have
gotten over it."
Bill Clinton
President

"When you are president
and go the extra mile, others
will interpret it as weakness.
In Haiti, I pretty much had to
invade the country because
people didn't believe me."

Journalists reflect wars
Correspondents
remember
fallen
comrades
Gene Kramer
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In the glow
of camaraderie and shared experiences, war correspondents who
have covered a half-century of
conflicts told each other how
much harder their jobs have become since World War II.
"It sure dldnt seem so at the
time, but In retrospect ... World
War II was relatively easy to
cover" for American audiences,
retired television news anchor
Walter Cronkite said at a reunion
of journalists who reported,
broadcast and photographed the
conflicts of the last 50 years.
In World War II, "there wasn't
any question In the military or
the media or the folks back home
about the justice of the cause all were unquestionably on the
same side," he said.
That changed with the conflicts in Korea, Vietnam and
Bosnia, said Cronkite, who after
years covering the war in Europe
for United Press joined CBS to
become one of the best known
faces on American television.
In World War II, "news people
were considered essential to the
war effort." Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, the supreme European
commander, "put the official
stamp on that when he said
America fights best when its
people are best informed," Cronkite recalled.
"It is just too bad that lesson

Mark Wllion/AP Photo

Pulitzer Prize winning journalists, from left: Danile DeLuce, Max Destor and Horst Faas, place a
wreath at the site of a memorial for journalists killed covering wars or conflicts for the American
people.
didn't live to inform another generation of military leadership,"
he said. During the all-day reunion, which stretched into the wee
hours of Sunday morning, Cronkite and other journalists spoke
out about restrictions on news
reporting and adversarial mediagovernment relations in the
Vietnam War and others.

But the tone of the gathering of
more than 200 journalists was
mostly celebratory and leavened
with humor.
Cronkite turned over the
microphone to fellow master of
ceremonies Peter Arnett with a
remark that the balding Amett
"has covered 18 wars, is admired

for his courage and his lip, at one
time was even admired for his
hair. Now his bosses at CNN can
particularly admire him because
he saves thousands of dollars a
year on hair stylists alone."
"Every broadcaster in the last
30 years wants to be like Walter
Cronkite," Arnett responded.

Clinton wants economist's opinion
Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Clinton
administration could accept
smaller cost-of-living increases
for Social Security recipients,
but not merely as an expedient
way to balance the budget, White
House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said Sunday.
Panetta said economists, and
not politicians, should determine
whether the current formula for
adjusting government benefits
for Inflation is overly generous to
recipients and needs to be
changed.
The Consumer Price Index, the

standard for measuring inflation,
should not become "a grab-bag in
order to try to fill a need in terms
of the budget," Panetta said on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
Panetta's cautious approach to
rethinking changes in Social Security benefits drew a quick reproach from Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, D-N.Y., who said the
administration was being intimidated by senior citizens groups.
"They're scared of what the
American Association of Retired
Persons will say," Moynihan said
later on NBC.
Moynihan, the senior Democrat on the Senate Finance Committee, has said that by reducing

the CPI by a full percentage
point, the government could save
$634 billion over the next decade
through lower benefit payments,
smaller interest payments on the
federal debt and higher taxes.
Most of the savings would come
from Social Security.
Many economists say the CPI,
now rising at something under 3
percentage points a year, overstates the actual inflation rate.
Moynihan pointed out that one
of the administration's top economises, Alice Rivlin of the Office
of Management and Budget, last
year concluded that the CPI formula should be adjusted to bring
it closer to reality.

Senior Republicans, including
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., have joined Moynihan in seeking a downward adjustment in the CPI, but say they
will not confront the certain opposition from seniors groups unless they act in concert with the
White House.
But Panetta said "this is not a
deal that ought to be made between Senator Moynihan, Senator Dole, Newt Gingrich and
President Clinton.... it should not
be a deal in which everybody
looks at the budget and says 'oh
my God, we are $50 to $60 billion
short, lets throw the CPI into
that.'"

IKMII I ALC<>\ II4H Kl Y THIS I ltlllAY AMD SATURDAY - 7:00 PHI!
EASY ADMISSION ...II ST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. AT THE GATE.
BUSINESS RELATED MAJORS
Join the men's basketball team this
Saturday, October 14 at 12:00 midnight |
to help kickoff their preseason during
MIDNIGHT MADNESS! Sports
anchor Dan Cummins and the BGSU
Pep Band, Cheerleaders, Mascots,
and Pommerettes will be in
attendance for all of the FUN
and EXCITEMENT! Free admission
and participation plus prize
giveaways throughout the event.
We hope to see you at
ANDERSON ARENA!

YOUR IDEAS. YOUR
AMBITION. YOUR
ENERGY.
OUR TRAINING . . .
YOUR FUTURE.
Circuit CHy, the nation's largest brand-name consumer electronics and appliance retailer, has excellent opportunities available in our Financial Trainee Program at our Corporate Headquarters In
Richmond, VA. We have enjoyed significant financial success over the years and we strongly
believe our people are the very essence of our business.
What does this mean for you? Responsibility, personal growth and success, and your input and
advice at all levels. The Financial Trainee Program immediately entrusts you with substantial financial
and supervisory responstalities. It is structured so that you work and gain exposure to a wide variety
of financial disciplines — from Cash Management and Budgeting to Accounting and Corporate
Finance. You'll team the dynamics of our Corporate environment develop your business and financial
skis, and gain invaluable experience from the best in the business.
II you're an ambitious, creative team player completing a four-year, business-related college degree,
check us out when we're on campus. It wi be the best career move you can make.

A limited number of positions are also available at our Marietta, GA location.
Circuit City Is an Equal Opportunity Employer and promotes a drug-free workplace.
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Rest of
MAC
catching
up to BG
Scott Brown
The BG News

Redskins blank Falcons, 21-0
Christian Pelusl
The BC News

It was Parents' Weekend In
Bowling Green, but even the
mothers in the crowd must
have had a hard time loving the
result of the Falcons-Miami
Redskins football game.
The Miami rushing attack,
led by tailbacks Ty King and
Deland McCullough, ripped
through the Falcons defense
for 302 yards and three touchdowns while the Redskins defense shut out the Falcons 21-0.
Three turnovers by the Falcons inside the Miami 20 yard
line negated quality scoring
opportunities!
"We have a defense that
plays bend-but -don' t-break and
we stepped It up in the red
zone," said Miami free safety
Johnnie Williams, who had
seven tackles (one for loss) and
one Interception. "Basically
[we tried to] shut down the
The BG Newi/Jon Rubach
pass and control the run."
Falcon running back Courtney Davis heads upfleld against Miami Saturday. BG dropped to 3-3 with a
Actually, the Redskins shut 21-0 loss to Miami.
down both. Miami held the
Bowling Green ground game to per attempt average, while
yards. They also picked off
recovered a Dewaylon Alexan70 yards on 38 carries for a 1.8 surrendering only 162 passing
three Ryan Henry passes and
der fumble.

After Saturday's 21-0 loss to
Miami, Bowling Green football
coach Gary Blackney - ever the
optimist - couldn't find too many
positives to build on.
What transpired on the Perry
Stadium field before a Parents'
Day crowd of nearly 20,000
wasn't exactly a barrel of positives from the Falcon perspective. Miami picked apart the Falcons, scoring two quick first
quarter touchdowns and then
stopping Bowling Green cold
every time they knocked on the
end zone door.
Miami, after losing its last four
meetings with the Falcons,
played as a team dead set on
making an Impact in the MAC title race. Bowling Green, meanwhile, did little to stop them.
"I've said all along that [Miami
coach] Randy Walker and his
staff have done an admirable
Job," Blackney said. "You have to
tip your hat to Randy Walker and
his staff and his players.
"That's a team that is on a mission."
After splitting the first two
Four years ago, Blackney came
Jeremy Yoh>
sets, the Falcons jumped out to a
The BC News
to Bowling Green and was faced
6-1 lead in the third. UT stormed
with a fledgling program that
TOUIDO - Bowling Green's back and took the lead 9-8, but
had not had a winning season in
five years. Blackney turned the volleyball match with Toledo had BG countered with another run
program completely around; the all the signs that it would be a of their own and pushed the score
to 13-9 and were poised to take
Falcons went on to win the next quick road trip for the Falcons.
BG led the series record at 31-4 control of the match
two league titles and open a fourFollowing a couple of hitting
year stretch where the Falcons coming Into the match In the last
were not only the MAC's premier meeting, BG swept the Rockets errors by BG, Toledo was able to
team, but one of the better pro- in straight sets. And UT was stiU overcome the deficit and swung
winless in the Mid-American the momentum in their favor
grams in the nation.
This year, things were sup- conference with a 0-6 mark and during the set.
"It was as If the wind just came
posed to be the same way. Bowl- had only one victory in the last
out of our sails," Bowling Green
ing Green was returning nearly fifteen matches.
But an aggresive Toledo attack head coach Denise Van De Walle
all the key contributors that were
within three points of a MAC title took advantage of BG mlscues replied about Toledo's comeback.
and snatched a four set victory It was the direct opposite on the
in 1994.
But the team has struggled. 15-10,9-15,15-13,15-8 In front of other bench as UT head coach
They are 3-3 overall, and after 575 fans; the highest attendance Reid Sunahara praised his team
Saturday's loss to Miami they are for either team so far this season. saying it was the best his team
1-2 in the MAC The coveted Las
Vegas Bowl trip is now little
more than a pipe dream.
People can cite whatever they
want to blame for the sub-par
performance -- quarterback
Ryan Henry's struggles, the defense's Inconsistency, conservative play-calling - but they need
look no further than at the opposing sideline to understand.
Pit Murphy
ball In to Jay Follebout and it
For four seasons under BlackThe BC News
went right passed him and I got
ney, Bowling Green football has
it and turned to the left," Klndl
been at a level above everyone
Senior Bowling Green said. "I really didnt look at the
else In the MAC This year,
backer Dave Michels was left goal and shot it up In the upper
however, teams are finally startspeechless after Sunday's 2-1 90."
ing to bridge the gap.
win over Indiana.
The teams traded near goals
"It's hard to put It all into later In the half when Peter
Blackney said that this Is the
words right now," he said. "Be- Kolp grazed the IU crossbar
beat Miami team he's seen, and
ing a senior - this is one of the and Hoosier forward Harry
he waa right: the Redskins were
toppers on my career here. It Weiss hit the BG post.
well-coached and played outwas fantastic."
standing defense. Never before
Michels leaped into the arms
has a Blackney-coached team
of Falcon basketball assistant
been shut out. The Redskins
coach Dan Traver after the
jumped ahead early, catching the
Brown and Orange's first home
Falcons offguard with unheralwin against the Hooslers In
ded tailback Ty King rushing for
eight tries. It waa the first vic137 first quarter yards.
tory over last year's national
finalist since 1992, when BG
wonatlU.
MIAMI 21
"I wanted to win this game
BOWLING GREEN 0
because my freshman year all
Seore by Ou»rUn:
those seniors and juniors that
MIAMI
14 0 0 7 - 21
went down to IU and won it was
B. GREEN
0 0 0 0-0
just something I wanted to do
SCORING SUMMARY
Fir* Quarter
again," Michels said. "Last
M - King 41-yard run. Scitz kick; M 7-0
year we were close and this
M--King 24-yird run. Stiti kick; M 14-0
year I knew we could play with
M - McCulloufh 1-yard run. Seiiz kick; M
them."
21-0
"There's always one big
TRAM STATISTICS
game on your schedule and it's
Mel Mahler
M
BG
always Indiana," said BG head
RmDowni
16
19
head BC soccer coach
7
14
Ruihing
coach Mel Mahler. "As a pro1
9
Fastiag
gram you look up to other pro1
3
Penalty
31-119
grama and as our program
46-311
Rashes-Yards
BG has outscored its oppo16-37
Pauc* Comp-Ati
6-19
and other programs In this re21
162
nents 13-5 this year In the secPaasisf Yards
gion
look
at
the
Indianas
as
the
1
4
Tumoven
ond hair, something that Mah2-21
10-98
good programs."
Paaakiaa-Yards
ler attributes to fitness.
The
Falcons,
now
9-1
overall,
INDrVTDU AL STATISTICS
"I really feel that we are at a
were outahot In the first half
point now that were well condi(BO) -Cut* 23-70. OUT) 6-22, Aleunder 2eight to two but lead 1-0. Just
9, Davit 3-7. NiemB 2-0. Henry 2+3S).
tioned and we have good fitover a minute Into the second ness," Mahler said. "I think as
(M) - King 20-192. McCullough 17-94.
Martin 2-14. Rkkctu 7-1-9).
half Dave Klndl gathered a the game goes on we get
loose ball In the box turned and stronger and stronger."
(BO)- Haary 16-37.1624-3. (M) - Rfckaa
fired a left foot shot into the
The Hooslers, who dropped
top corner of the far post.
(BO) - Card S-StSartsiw. Rosen 2-19.
Davis 2-7, Swvar 1-17. Thnaasioa 1-13.
"I think Jay Began dribbled to 8-3-1 on the year, scored at
Parker 1-9. (M) - Ktaf 3-11. HaU 1-6.
down the line and crossed the 84:15 when Scott Merritt
McCaOoaaa 1-3, AdUaa M.

But Miami's real domination
came on the offensive line,
which opened up huge holes for
the King-McCullough combination.
"The offensive line really did
a good job today," said King,
who finished with 150 yards on
19 carries and two touchdowns.
"Most of the time I wasn't
hardly touched."
Neither was McCullough,
who came back from a hip injury incurred on the first series to run for 147 yards on 18
rushes and one touchdown.
The importance of the Miami
rushing performance was enhanced by their inability to
throw the ball Redskins quarterback Sam Ricketts completed only six passes for 21
yards.
"Thank God for good defense
and the ability to rush the football," said Miami head coach
Randy Walker. "We're not going to beat the teams we have
to beat the rest of the way if we
can't get a passing game
together."
See Redskins, page seven.

Toledo turns tide against BG
has played all year. "We just
stayed focused and we never
gave up," Sunahara said. "Our
team hung in there the whole
match and they did a great job."
Providing the offense for the
Rockets was their senior middle
blocker Jean Ann Harrison who
recorded 16 kills on a .419 hiting
rercentage. She added four solo
blocks. Sophomore Amy Delong
set everything up with 18 digs
and 49 assists.
Van De Walle felt that Harrison didn't hit the ball real hard,
but she was hitting through the
blocks that really hurt the Falcons.
The fourth set was knotted at
7-7, when the Rockets made yet
another offensive comeback.

Bowling Green's senior cocaptain, Carlyn Esslinger, made
a costly serving error with her
team trailing 9-8 and UT cruised
to win out the set and the match.
Esslinger provided the bulk of
the offense for BG, recording 32
kills on 76 attempts. Junior Lori
Hilton was the other force at the
net knocking down 17 balls. Both
committed a total of 20 errors
wich proved to be the downfall
for the Falcons.
"There were maybe two or
three times that we made costly
serving errors," Van De Walle
said. "It's hard to gain momentum when you work hard for a
side-out and then you put a serve
in the net." The loss dampened
the Falcons' hopes at another

MAC title. BG has now dropped
three of it's last four league
matches and now stand at 3-4.
The Brown and Orange broke a
three game losing streak overall
with a win over West Virginia
Saturday at Bowling Green High
School 15-3,15-13,15-3.
"For us to hold them to three
points in two out of the three
games is unbelievable," Van De
Walle said.
The offense that disappeared
against Toledo, had a field day
against UWV. Freshman Mamie
Simpson enjoyed a error free
game, while Esslinger had a hitting percentage of .618. BG will
be looking to get back on track
with a five game homestand.

Falcons down
national power

"There's always one
big game on your
schedule and it's
always Indiana. As a
program you look up
to other programs
and as our program
and other programs
in this region look at
the Indianas as the
good programs."

Tae BG News/Kelly Rlgo

BG mid-fielder Steve Klein challenges IU mid-fielder Esmundo Rodriguez for a ball Sunday at
Mickey Cochrane Field.
chipped a shot over BG goalie
Scott Vallow. Merritt's goal
was the first he has allowed in
four games.
"Those five [BG defensive
core] are really starting to gel
as a unit," Mahler said. "They
really defused some dangerous
situations."
The Falcons opened the scoring at 36:26 when Brandon Pelton went wide and crossed the
ball to a cutting Joe Burch who

19466

t.

U

i,

headed the ball past IU goalie
Scott Coufal. Burch's goal was
his sixth of the season.
"This whole week has been
built up with Indiana and the
name Indiana," Kindl said.
"The whole team stepped up
when we needed to. Everyone
just played great. It was a
great win for the program."
"They played well but It was
a matter of us just relaxing and
playing our game," Michels

said. "We let them dictate the
pace of play for awhile but
once we started to play a little
more of our game we played
better."
BG's game against Kentucky
Friday was postponed until
Oct. 31 due to rain. That game
was the Falcon's MidAmerican Conference opener
but now they will open the
MAC season home against Akron on Oct. IS.
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Sports
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Falcon teams place
third in tough field

Braves' pitcher
loves Riverfront
Tom Saladlno
The Associated Press

ATLANTA -- Tom Glavine of
the Atlanta Braves will have
the numbers In his favor when
he pitches Tuesday night in the
opening game of the NL Championship Series against the
Cincinnati Reds.
Glavine will be opposed by
Pete Schourek in a battle of
left-handers at Riverfront Stadium in the first game of the
best-of-7 series.
Glavine, 16-7 with a 3.08 ERA
this season, has dominated the
Reds in their ballpark during
his career, losing only once in
14 decisions. Overall, he has an
18-6 record against Cincinnati.
"We've played well there as a
team and I've certainly done
well there as an individual,"
Glavine said. "But, again, just
like anything, when the postseason comes around, you
throw all that stuff out."
This season against the Reds,
the Braves hold an 8-5 edge, 5-2
at Riverfront. Glavine is 2-1
with a 1.86 ERA in four starts,
covering 30 innings. His only
loss at Riverfront came June
21 when he lost 3-1, giving up
four hits and two earned runs
in seven innings.
"There's no question the
success I've had there will give
me a good feeling going out on
the mound, but by no means
will I be thinking I can just do
what I want," Glavine said.
The Reds swept the Los Angeles Dodgers in the opening

round of the playoffs and have
been idle since winning Game 3
10-1 Friday night.
The Braves made it into the
NL Championship Series for
the fourth straight time Saturday night, beating the Colorado
Rockies 10-4 to win the series
3-1.
Although there were plenty
of smiles, the champagne celebration in the Braves clubhouse was low key, following
the clinching win over Colorado.
"I think it's important that
we have a little fun now," Glavine said. "But our goal is to
win the World Series."
The Braves lost the World
Series in 1991 in seven games
to Minnesota In 1992, Atlanta
was beaten by Toronto in six
games. The Braves lost in their
bid for a third straight World
Series berth in 1993 when the
Philadelphia Phillies defeated
them in six games in the NL
playoffs.
Manager Bobby Cox gave his
team a day off Sunday before
traveling to Cincinnati Monday, where they will work out
after the Reds.
Reds manager Davey Johnson will remain with his lefthanded starters against the
Braves, following Schourek
with John Smiley in Game 2
and David Wells In Game 3 at
Atlanta.
Schourek (18-7, 3.22 ERA)
was 0-1 with a 7.50 ERA in six
innings this season against Atlanta. Smiley (12-5, 3.46) was

Steve Wlldman
The BC News

For the first time this year both
the men's amd women's Bowling
Green cross country teams came
out and showed why they are
contenders for the MidAmerican Conference title. Both
teams finished third at the Notre
Dame Invitational where there
were over twenty schools competing from all over the United
States and Canada.
This was an important meet for
both teams, but it was crucial for
the men's squad who have been
struggling all year to run to their
potential.
"This was a major step, we
have been getting a little better
every week, but this week we
were a lot better," said men's
head coach Sid Sink.
The Falcons finished ahead of
two nationally ranked teams,
Wake Forest and Alabama. This
is the best performance put in by
Bowling Green all year, but it is

not a shock to Sink.
"We surprised a lot of people,
but not ourselves. We knew that
we could run this good all season.
This week, we finally did it," Sink
said.
Sink contributes this win to two
things. Sink said the team had
backed off a little in training for
a Friday meet and they were
more fresh for the race. Pride
was also a factor.
"We had a good team meeting
on Thursday and we realized that
we had pride in ourselves, and
the only thing that was keeping
us from winning was ourselves."
Sink said.
Three runners that showed
that pride and pushed the team to
a third place finish at Notre
Dame were seniors Alan Boos,
Brad Schaser, and Tim Amdt.
Alan Boos finished 15th with a
time of 24:53.
Brad Schaser finished 16th
with a time of 24:54.
Tim Arndt came in 31st with a
time of 25:09. "We were able to

AP photo/Ed Andrleakl

Atlanta Braves' pitcher Tom Glavine fires during a game against
the Colorado Rockies. Glavine will have the numbers in his favor
when he pitches In the opening game of the NL Championship.
innings and gaining the win
against Colorado Saturday
night.
Smoltz (12-7, 3.18 ERA) was
3-0 with a 1.88 ERA in three
starts this season against Cincinnati. Maddux (19-2, 1.63
ERA) was 2-1 with a 2.63 ERA
in fours starts against the
Reds.

1-1 with a 2.17 ERA in four
starts against the Braves.
Wells (6-5, 3.S9) did not pitch
against Atlanta this season.
Cox has not made up his
mind as to his second game
pitcher. It will be either John
Smoltz or Greg Maddux. Maddux would be pitching on three
days rest after working seven

BG iporti department/Tile prior o

Redskins
Continued from page tin.

But the Miami effort Saturday
was enough to beat the Falcons
and that fact was not lost on Falcon head coach Gary Blackney.
"[Miami] is a team with a destiny in mind," Blackney said.
"They're playing very effectively and very efficiently. You've
got to tip your hat to Randy Walker and his staff and his players
because that's a team that's really on a mission."
Blackney said that he is still
finding the same problems he has
had for the last several weeks.
"Our football team Is what it's
been for the last six weeks,"

Blackney said. "I can't say we in part to the offensive line probdidn't play without great effort lems. Bowers sprained his left
because I thought our kids did knee in practice Wednesday and
give great effort. But you have to did not play. That moved right
play with effort combined with guard John Kuck to center, a position he had never played in a
consistency.
"Offensively, the effort was game prior to Saturday, and
there... but we just weren't mak- backup John Farral into the starting plays. One way you make ing spot at right guard.
plays is... to win the battle in the
Blackney did not place all of
front lines and there's no questhe blame for the loss on the
tion that Miami's defensive line
offensive line. He also mentioned
beat our offensive line. There's
no other way to say it.
"We are still not nearly as
physical as we have to be on the
offensive line," Blackney said.
The absence of starting center
Cal Bowers contributed at least

m

EQUIPMENT
BLOWOUT

Sanders has big
game in Lions win
Harry Atkins
The Associated Press

PONTIAC, Mich - The Detroit
Lions finally found a way to get
Barry Sanders into the game
plan, and the results were electrifying.
Sanders rushed for 157 yards
and three touchdowns Sunday,
including a 75-yard dash in the
Lions' 38-20 victory over the
slumping Cleveland Browns.

touchdowns with one interception as the Lions (2-3) continued
their comeback from an 0-3 start.
Herman Moore caught nine for
125 yards.
It was the second loss in a week
for the Browns (3-3), who were
coming off a Monday night
defeat to the Buffalo Bills. It also
was the most points given up this
season by the Browns, who had
been allowing 13.8 points per
game, fourth in the NFL.
Sanders already had 129 yards
and two TDs by half time, and the
Lions had a commanding 24-3
lead.

It was the most touchdowns for
Sanders since Nov. 24, 1991,
when he scored four at Minnesota. Sanders, who also scored
from 11 and 2 yards, now has
Mitchell had TD tosses of 14
gone over 100 yards 43 times durand 28 yards, both to Brett Pering his NFL career.
riman who finished with six catScott Mitchell kept Cleveland ches for 78 yards. Jason Hanson
off-balance, completing 24 of 38 added a 56-yard field goal for Depasses for 273 yards and two troit, a team record.
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HOCKEY ACCESSORIES

• Garter Bets ■AthMic Supporter* *Sr»n Guards
'Nock ftotectora 'Btado Protoclor* Tape
'Mouth Guards ft Mom'

We Also Have A Large Selection 01
USED EQUIPMENT

Featuring a Big Selection ot
Used Skates
Exp.11/4/95
I Hockey
Protective
Mouth
. Guards

'16 FLAVOHS ON TAP

Wrlh tnts coupon- Urn* 1 Ber P-ion

Monday Night
*
Football
%
vV
.75c Night
2 Hot Dogs .75c All Night
3 Wings .75c All Night

The Menu has arrived
Now Serving Lunch & Dinner
Night Owl Special on Pizza
Happy Hour Special on Wings
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how
early
you get
started on
a project,
it always
seems to
come down
to beating
the clock.

I

QQ0

Limit -1
Pet Person

** **

Exp. 11/4/95

990

in ItM coupon-LHWt 1 PwcFWcaon

Falcon House

on computer rental time
Bring this offer into the Kinko's listed and save $2 per hour on
in-store Macintosh" or IBM* computer rental time. Offer Is limited
to one coupon per customer. Coupon must be presented at dme
of purchase and is not valid with other offers.Valid at Kinko's
Bowling Green location only. Coupon void where prohibited by
law. No cash value. Offer expires October 31,1995.

Zm 3 *

Hockey
Tape
^

■■■»

I

Wrth this coupon. Urn* 1 Par Paraon

Mixed Drinks, Shots, & Boor

San Diego
vs.
Kansas City

S

ow»iBht

Sharpening

Piua • Spoilt • Pool -Husic 4 Good Tint)

■

Exp 11/4/95 I
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352-6912
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Bowling Green's Brad Schaser runs in an earlier meet this year. The
missed tackles and bad special Falcon cross country teams placed third at the Notre Dame Invitateams were problems while say- tional this weekend.
ing that the face of the Falcons rely on our senior leadership to
Sophmore Jim Weckesser
team has changed since the push us ahead for a great finish placed 72nd with a time of 25:45
summer, especially on defense.
and great meet,"Sink said.
By beating Cincinnati and Ohio
Other strong finishes for Bowl- State - teams that beat Bowling
"We have had some kids who ing Green were:
Green earlier this year - the
have either lost the edge or
Sophmore Rob Bowman finwhatever."
See cross country, page eight.
ished 49th with a time of 25:26.

|

Other solutions from your branch office...
▼ Accent Color Copies
T Full Color Copies
T Binding & Finishing
T Fax/Mailing Services
▼ Oversize Copies
▼ Custom Printing

kinko's
Your branch office
T Passport Photos
▼ Presentation Materials
▼ Office Stationery & Supplies

Sporting Goods

'Your Hockey Headquarters in
Bowling Green'
PH. 352-3610
123 S.Maln, Downtown B.C.
John it Mary Mura, Owner
Open Mon-Fri 10-8
Sat 10-5:30; Sun 12-4

am

115 Railroad St,
Bowling Green ▼ 354-3977

Open 7 days a week.
UanvSe

■IBQSU
IKMBAIH

I
»

Sports

The BG News

page eight

Monday, October 9,1995

Notre Dame Inivitational
Men's team results

cross country

1 .Notre Dame
2.Life College
3.B.G.S.U.
4.North Central
5.0hio State
6.Wake Forest
7.Alabama
a.Cincinnatti

men's team has set a new precendent.
"I think that this finish points
out that we are one of the best
team in the MAC and all of Ohio,
and this changes the outlook of
the rest of our meets. Instead of
us shooting to beat teams, we will
have teams shooting to beat us,"
Sink said.
The women's team's third
place finish was not a disappointment for a team who has
won every meet this year, it was
just another bonus to a great
season.
"A third place finish in this
kind of meet where you are going
up against nationally classed
teams is nothing but a positive,"
said women's head coach Steve

Mid - American Conference Football Standings

School
Eastern Michigan
Toledo
Miami
Ball State
Western Michigan
Bowling Green
Central Michigan
Akron
Ohio
Kent

w
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0

Conference
L
T
Pet.
1.000
0
0
0
0
1.000
1
0
.667
1
0
.667
2
0
.500
2
0
.333
2
0
.333
3
0
.250
1
1
.250
2
.167
1

W
4
5
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
1

Overall
T
Pet.
0
.667
0
1.000
0
.667
0
.600
0
.600
0
.500
0
.400
0
.200
1
.333
1
.250

L
2
0
2
2
2
3
3
4
3
4

75
163
183
184
188
236
244
269

Women's results
1 .Wake Forest
2.Alabama
3.B.G.S.U.
4.Virginia
5. Purdue
6.W. Ontario

56
110
133
149
196
203

Continued from page seven.

Price.
The Falcons did not win but
they were able to beat every
team in their district except Notre Dame. They beat every MAC
team in the race, including
Eastern and Central Michigan.
They also beat the Ohio teams In
the meet, Youngstown State and
Ohio State. The team's main goal
was to finish In the top five.
"This was one of the top performances of any Bowling Green
team since the inception of women's cross country at this school,"
Price said.
Tracey Losi and Kristen Gaddis finished tenth and eleventh
respectfully. Losi's time of 17:40
and Gaddis' time of 17:40.6 were
the top finishes that lead to a
team finish of third.
Junior Suzanne Isco came in
33rd with a time of 18:06.

Classifieds
.

CAMPUS EVENTS

WONDERFUL. FREE
FILM/CHEAP CONCERT
Singer, song writer and activist Peter Yarrow
of Peter, Paul, and Mary and his daughter
Bethany visit BG, Tues., Oct.10. Bethany's
powerful documentary, 'Mama Awethu'" follows five black South African women as they
deal with fr.e realities of apartheid The film will
be shown at 3pm on the Gish Film Theater:
both Yarrows will answer questions on issues
the film raises.
At 8pm in Kobacker Hall, Peter will be joined by
Bethany for a concert that will inspire all attending D tight for civil and human nghts, the environment and peace • issues Peter Paul and
Mary have been at the forefront for 35 yrs.
Tickets are $5 lor students, $12 for non students and $25 lor special seating and a reception with the Yarrows following the concert.
Call the Kobacker Box Office al 372-8171 and
charge your tickets form noon-6 Monday
through Fnday.

Attention BGSU Faculty and Students
Hillel, the Jewish Student Organization, will be
holding a panel discusson on the Jewish Holidays. The discussion will take place on Tuesday. October 10, at9pm in Education 115 The
guest panelist will be Rabbi Bemstock from
Temple B'nai Israel The panel is co-sponsored
by the Honors Program

SWEETEST DAY IS OCT.21 ST'
What are you going to buy your sweetheart?
How about a ROSE?
ON SALE: Oct. 9thru 14/
Union Foyer/10-3:30pm
i Rose $1 50/ 6 Roses $7 50
1? Hoses $12 00
Contact UAO @ 2-2343 w/questions
Sponsored by UAO and HSA

LOST & FOUND
Set of Keys lost on 10-4. REWARD! Pleass
call 353-4518.

SERVICES OFFERED

S FINANCIAL AIDS
Art ant Ion All Students
FREE Money is currently available
for College Students Nationwide.
Over $6 Billion in aid is now
available from private sector
grants a scholarships. All students
are eligible to receive some sort
ot aid regardless ol grades, income,
or parent's income.
Let us help you
For more information call:
Student Financial Services
1-800-263 6495 ext F55442

Wedneadey: Gralelul Dead Night
Thursday:'Beat the Clock'
6-8pm dlmera
B-9pm quarter*
tpm-closo LADIES NIGHT1
Friday & Saturday: Beer Pricea too low to
leagally mention!
Monday Spaghetti and Meatballs Special at
CAMPUS POLLYEYESI Indudea one trip to
the salad bar and garlic bread. Only $399
11am-9pm. Dine-in and pick-up only.

Spnng Break' Panama Cityl Early Specials! 8
days Oceanview Room with Kitchen $129'
Walk to Best Bars' Key West $259! Cocoa
Beach Hilton $169' Price increases 11/21 &
12/15111-800-678-6386

BOOKS. BOOKS. AND MORE BOOKS'
Psi Chi will be having our annual
book sale on the 1 si floor of
the psychology bidg. Mon. Oct. 9Th
andTues.Oct. l0th9-4
CHECK IT OUT"

Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break Specials1
111% Lowest Price Guarantee! 7 nights air A
hotBl from $399' Book Eariyi Save $100 on
food/drinks' Spring Break Travel
1-800-678-6386.

Organizational Meeting of PI Sigma Alpha
(Political Science Student Honor Socety)
Tuesday October 10.4:00pm
Room 104 B A
Al political science majors and minors are encouraged to attend. Ideas for this year's activities, as well as top name speakers wiH be discussed.
Selling Club
A mandatory meeting wdl be hekJ Oct. 11 730
in Rm. 103 BA. Bring your money for dues. Any
Questions call Matt® 2-1957.
STUDY ABROAD IN ENGLAND
Come learn about study abroad opportunities
at the Universiry of East Anglia in Norwich,
England! A representative wiD be available
from 1130 am -130 pmon Fnday, Oct. 13 m
the Faculty Lounge on the 2nd Floor of tie
University Union. (Sponsored by the Honors
Program and the Center for International Programs).

UNIVERSITY REDCROSSMEETING
CURRENT AND NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
MONDAY OCT 9 7 00 PM 104BA

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: FRATERNITY
ICE HOCKEY - OCT. 9. 1995; MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO
I OCT. 10: MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY - OCT. 11; MEN'S BOWLING I OCT. 17. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 PM IN
130FIELOHOUSE.

Tueaday: Country Night

BGSU MEN'S CLUB HOCKEY
All interested hockey players should attend the
first of two tyouts for the club learn this Monday
Oct. 9 @ 11.45pm-12:45am. Cost is $5 00
Questions7 Call Todd ® 352-1458.

KINDRED PRESENTS AN EXCITING.
UPLIFTING CHRISTIAN CONCERT"
OCTOBER 10THAT7PM
AT UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL

Have volleyball expenence? BGSU Women's
Club Volleyball is looking for a coach. For into
call Sneiley at 352-9456

MARK'S PUB MARK'S PUB MARK'S PUB

Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise! Early
Specials' 7 days $2791 Included 15 meals & 6
partiesi Great Beaches/Nighttife1 Prices increase 11/21 A 12/15> Spnng Break Travel
1-800-678-6386

HSA GENERAL MEETING
9 PM OCT. 0
234E. HARSHMAN

Greg Cepek ■ You're coot, baby!

Jaaon Woullard - Come to Mamai

BGCTMTaKeii/MaKe-it
Oct. 11 630-9:30 133 4 140 LSC
Come when you can - Twenty ACTIVITIES)
Members-FREE &
Non-Members - $3.00 or Join)

Come one come all to BGSU Irish Club
Does not matter If you are Irish or not
Meeting Tues. night Rm. 103 BA Bldg.
at 9:30pm

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39 00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mall' 354-1614

Money Orders
.39 each
Packages Plus 352-1693
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential A Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center
SWEETEST DAY IS OCT 21STI
What are you going to buy your sweetheart?
How abou t a ROSE ?
ON SALE: Oct. 9-14/Umon Foye«10-3:30pm
1 Rose $1.50/ 6 Roses $7.50/12 Roses $12
Contact UAO @ 2-2343 w.< questions
Sponsored by UAO and HSA
The KEY Yearbook
Is looking tor volunteers. Graphic designers,
writers, photographers, & salespeople needed
to help produce the 1995/98 yearbook. Call
372-8086 or slop by the KEY office. 28 West
Hall. Ask lor Kristin co-op credit available.

PERSONALS

A Beach in Florida.
The Mountains of Colorado.
The Islands of Hawaii...
Wouldn't You Just Love
To Get Away For awhile?
'National Student Exchange
Into Session'
Wednesday Oct. 11.7:30 PM
Faculty Lounge
Student Union, 2nd Floor
Call Enc Sanders
372-245t
For More Information

WANTED 100 STUDENTS! Lose 10-30 lbs
Next 90 daysl New metabolism breakthrough.
Dr. Recommended. $34.95 MOV sa Guaranteed Nadine OeMartino 1 -800-352-6446.
Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys. Action
figures, and Ships) Cash Paidl No collection to
large or small' Call toll tree 1-800-281-5637.
David.

a San Tournaments every Monday at Rail Billiards. S5.00 entry tee. CaK 353-7668.
AOil AOIIAOIIAOtl
Deana Paponetti
You're the BEST Big
Anyone could aak lor! I
Love Lillaura

Work 8 Play in the Nation's Cap la
Earn College Crediti
Get Professional Expenencel
Attend a Washington Center Into Session
And meet W.C.I. Senior Vice President:
Wednesday October 11,1:00 PM
Talt Room, 3rd Floor, Student Union

Cal Bowers - Left anugglel You are a big,
warm, huggable teddy bearl

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seaeonsl A lull-time employment lv.li.bl.
al National Parka, Forests A Wildlife
Preserve*. ■enettta pluai bonuses! CaH:
MMjAfAMj art. NSS442.

For into, call (206) 632-1146 out. JS5441.

FOR SALE

Lifeguard positions available al he Nichols
Therapy Pool. Day, evening, and weekend
hours are available. $5.20 hr. High School diploma and valid lifeguard, first aid. and CPR
certification required. Application packets may
be obtained from the Wood County Board of
MR/DD, Em. B, 11160 E. Gypsy Ln. Rd.. BG,
8:00am-4:30pm EOE.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info call 301-306-1207.
•"FREE TRIPS t CASH*"
Find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH
with America's m Spring Break company!
Sell only 15 trips and travel free' Choose Cancun, Bahamas, MazaHan. or Florida! CALL
NOWl TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAKI
Cheddar's
Opening soon In Find,ay.
Cheddar's is a great place tor students seeking
a challenging and rewarding atmosphere that
can be shaped around any school schedule.
We oiler greal starting pay and FT or PT positions! And we are only 15 minutes away from
BG I Come see us at:
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Tiffin Ave. (m front of Meijer)
Find lay, OH 45B40
(419)423-4409
Accepting applications daily from 8-6.
Fairy tale house in Perrysburg needs energetic, positive person to keep it sparkly- bright.
12-16 hours a week year round, adaptable to
classes. Please leave detailed application
message by phone at (419) 872-0604 or in writing to S10 West Front Street, Perrysburg, OH
43551-1435. Thank youl
HELP WANTED
Part-Time Wajtstaff and Bartender.
Flexible Hours.
Apply any lime at Quarters
In the Woodland Mall.
Marketers needed to work on campus, outside.
5-10 hrsTwk, No phone solicitations Earn
$7.00/hr. with opportunities tor bonuses and
incentives. For more info call Man @
352-9357.

IMC Nissan Sentra
4 sod., new clutch, new struts
93.000 miles S2500
352-3178

NURSING ASSISTANTS
FULL TIME/ PART TIME HOURS ON
7-3 AND 3-11 SHIFTS. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING WITH 4 OR 8 OR 12 HOUR
SHITS.

BSCorroa
Excellent Condition
TBO 352-7780
Attention Spring Breakers! Jamaica/Cancun
$389, Bahamas *359. Florida Si 29. Sell i/.ps.
earn cash, A go freel 1 -800-234-7007.

EXCELLENT BENEFITS FOR FT/PT
APPLY AT:

FOR SALE
Almost everything you may need. Appliances,
electronics, luggage and other various items. I
rectev* overstock merchandise from stores
and can then sell below cost. Call me for information. 352-3088.

WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E.GYPSY LANE RD.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
419-353-8411
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus. Akron. Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-667-1960.
Part-Time Sales Representative. Gain valuable sales experience marketing to local businesses & organizations. Excellent compensation A flexible hours. Must be sefl-mobvated a
enthusiastic. Call (614)581 -6656.

Rerrtdgerator w/ draft beer set-up
Call 352-2815
Cost tt 50
SWEETEST DAY IS OCT. 21STI
What are you going to buy your sweetheart?
How about a ROSE?
ON SALE: Oct.8-14rUnion Foyer; 10-3 30pm
1 Rose $1.50/6 Roses $7 50/12 Roses $12
contact UAO 62-2343 wflsusirJons
Sponsored by UAO and HSA

SPRING BREAK* TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours. Highest commission paid, lowest
pnots. Campus Reps, needed to sell Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas. Daytona, Panama City,
Padre CALL 1-800-426-7710.
TA.S.P. International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions for the summer of 1996. Gain
valuable expenence in all areas of business
while building your resume. Average earnings
are between $7.000-$9,000. Positions in most
Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Canton, Youngstown, Sandusky. and Toledo are Mod on a first
come, first qualified basis. For more information call Man Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792.

FOR RENT
Female Sublessor Needed
Ig. Bwnhouse w/car garage A deck
$175.00 a mnth * utilities (free water
and sewage) Available Immedlalsly.
Call 353-1248
Subleases Needed. Large one bedroom.
$32uVmonth. Pets OK.
Call 353-0234

-The BG News
DEADLINE:
RATES:

One day prior lo publication, 2 p.m.
(The BG News is not lesponsible lor poslal service delays)

per ad are S .85 per line. S2.55 minimum.
S 60 extra per ad lor bold lici.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

PREPAYMENT!
NOTICE:

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1"0R r ADS
1' (8 line Maximum) $6.90 per Insertion
2' (16 line Maximum) $13.30 per Insertion

is required lor all non- university related businesses and individuals.

The BGNews will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete informatton. Please come to 204
West Hall immediately il there is an error In your ad. The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical
errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions.

Double Pnnts
Free Everyday
Packages Plus 352-1693

WANTED
AVAILABLE NOWI
FEMALE SUBLEASER
OWNROOME
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
352-2082 ASK FOR TINA

ATTENTION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS!
Spring Semester 1096
Elementary Education
Methods Registration meeting
Tueaday, October 10,19954:00-5:30
115 Education Building
Be ThereI

Hetpl We're Qraduatlngl
2-9 Subteasera needed. Spring Semester.
2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, dishwasher, airconditioning, large walk-in closets, quiet, very
clean apartment. Free water and sewage. Call
after 5pm or leave message. 353-9222.

ONLY

$6.99
Not •slid wit* any
other coupon

Ilcanted

dm

500 OFF

l&Cross

any delivery
over $6.00

1

for delivery

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
PHONE#
ADDRESS
PIDN# or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTL Vhow you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events'
_
Lost and Found
Rides
_
Services Offered
_
Personals

353-TACC

'.

Wanted
_Help Wanted
_For Sale
For Rent

•Campus/City Event Ads: $1,007 1st day with a 35 word limit. Subssqusnl dsys regjulsr rsts. (For sn event to
be eligible lor this discount, Ihe event must be a

event lor Non ■ Prollt,.

Dates to appear

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
204 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to the BG News)

Nol v.lid with eny
other coupon

$6.00 Minimum

Located at 1616 E. Wooster
Gjaenw^od^entre^

I.

WANTED: 100 Students
to lose 10-30 lbs .
next 90 days,
Guaranteed
Dr. Recommended, $36 Si H Incl.
FREE INFO »1 -800-935-7458

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$45mour
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan. Taiwan, or S. Korea. No leaching background or Asian languages required.

The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The BG News. The
decision on whether lo release this information shall be made by Ihe management ol The BG News. The
purpose ol this policy Is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted.

Taco Kit

Mow do up*.

One Female sublessor needed Imme*
dlalely.Lease ends May 1996. 2 bedroom?
bathroom furnished apartment. Call Sharon at
352-3757 il interested.

Total number of days to appear.

Phone: 372-2601

